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Industry ViewIndustry View AttractiveAttractive
Price target HK$100.00
Up/downside to price target (%) (21)
Shr price, close (May 27, 2015) HK$125.90
52-Week Range HK$175.70-102.60
Sh out, dil, curr (mn) 2,493
Mkt cap, curr (mn) US$40,487
Avg daily trading value (mn) HK$211

Fiscal Year Ending 12/14 12/15e 12/16e 12/17e

ModelWare EPS (US$) 1.40 1.09 1.25 1.51
Consensus EPS (US$)§ 1.67 1.50 1.60 1.81
ModelWare net inc
(US$ mn)

3,470 2,728 3,226 3,953

P/E 10.7 15.0 12.9 10.8
P/BV 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8
ROE (%) 7.8 6.1 6.9 8.1
Div yld (%) 5.7 3.3 3.5 3.7
P/tang BV 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9
Tang BVPS (US$) 15.9 16.4 16.7 17.5
Core tier 1 ratio (%) 10.7 10.8 11.4 12.2
Core tier 1 capital
ratio, Basel 3 (%)

10.7 11.3 11.9 12.7

RWA (US$ bn) 342 338 336 337
Unless otherwise noted, all m etrics are based on Morgan Stanley ModelWare fram ework
§ = Consensus data is provided by Thom son Reuters Estim ates
e = Morgan Stanley Research estim ates
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Asia Insight: Long quest to reclaim
'growth stock' crown

Reshaping the portfolio to drive returns ahead of the cost of capital
is the next key debate. But our deep dive analysis indicates a more
drawn out recovery process than most expect – we stay UW.

What's Changed?What's Changed? From:From: To:To:

Standard CharteredStandard Chartered
Price Target HK$94.00 HK$100.00

In many respects it can be convincingly argued that StanChart could be on the
cusp of a rebound. The stock is down c.45% from the 2013 peak; it trades at
1.0x 2015e tangible book vs its 2009-13 average of c.1.5x; and a well regarded
CEO is about to take the helm with the express mandate of turning around the
fortunes of this unique bank. If only it were that simple.

It is the contention of this report that the process of recovery is going to be
more drawn out than is reflected in the share price. A process that essentially
entails three steps. 1) restoring balance sheet confidence on asset quality
and capital levels. 2) restoring profitability, namely, lifting returns to beat
the cost of capital. 3) repositioning StanChart as a 'growth stock'.

With the balance sheet question well aired in the market, and impairment
charges starting to fall, we see Step 2) as the next key debate for the stock. We
identify 3 key levers at management's disposal to lift ROE above COE:

We raise our PT to HKD 100 as we now link valuation to 2018e (was
2017e) recovered returns. But we still only expect RoTE of c.10% in 2018,
justifying 0.9x TNAV (on 11% COE), and so reiterate our UW.

Morgan Stanley does and seeks to do business with
companies covered in Morgan Stanley Research. As a result,
investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict
of interest that could affect the objectivity of Morgan
Stanley Research. Investors should consider Morgan
Stanley Research as only a single factor in making their
investment decision.
For analyst certification and other important disclosures,For analyst certification and other important disclosures,
refer to the Disclosure Section, located at the end of thisrefer to the Disclosure Section, located at the end of this
report.report.
+ =  An alysts emp loyed  by n on -U .S.  a ff ilia tes are n o t reg istered  w ith  F INRA, may
n o t be associated  person s o f th e member an d  may n o t be su b ject to  NASD/NYSE
restriction s on  commu n ication s w ith  a  su b ject compan y, pu b lic appearan ces an d
trad in g  secu rities h eld  by a  research  an alyst accou n t.

i) Tackling the cost base: Our DuPont analysis of returns (Exhibit 1)
indicates that cost efficiency is the key area where StanChart lags its Asian
peers, with a 2014 cost:assets ratio of 1.7% vs an Asian peer average of
1.2%. While there are structural reasons for its higher ratio (bank levy, mix
and scale), cost still appears a ripe opportunity to improve returns.

ii) Streamlining the portfolio: Our 'quadrant' analysis of 26 business
cells reveals $160bn of RWAs (c.45% of group) with RoAE as low as c.2%
and cost:income of c.70% as at 1H14, implying that exit/reshaping could
unearth much higher 'core' returns.

iii) Redomiciling the bank: Changing domicile to avoid the UK bank
levy could take c.3ppt off the cost:income ratio and add c.10% to group
earnings. However, we do not see this as a straightforward process and,
instead, expect a focus on business improvements.
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Price Target   HKD100 Weighted 15% bear, 70% base and 15% bull case.

Bull HKD139
1.2x Bull Case 2018e TNAV

Asian Tiger. The key Asian economies StanChart is exposed to
grow faster than expected, allowing stronger system loan growth.
Financial Markets revenue picks up. Impairments are more benign
than feared. Control on costs and capital allocation pay dividends.

Base HKD98
0.9x Base Case 2018e TNAV

Muddle Through (growth constrained by capital demands).
Economies improve in Asia but not back to historical growth rates.
Asset and revenue growth are negative in 2015, and then
constrained to low single digits by the need to preserve capital in
the context of pro-cyclicality in RWAs and higher regulatory capital
requirements (we expect 13% minimum CET1 Ratio). Impairment
rates gradually improve.

Investment ThesisInvestment Thesis

Consensus revenue / earnings expectations
too bullish. Due to the necessity to build capital
towards a 13% CET1 ratio leading to rationing of
asset growth, intense competition, tighter credit
standards (especially commodities), exit of low
return businesses (Korea/RWA hogs etc) and drag
from FX.

 Asset quality a wildcard risk. Due to
deteriorating conditions in commodities / China
slowdown.

Dividend cut likely. We model a c.30% cut for
dividend declared in respect of 2015 given need to
build capital.

Potential for capital raise of c.$7-10bn, we
calculate.

Valuation not yet compelling given the capital
challenge and economic backdrop – STAN trades
at c.1.0x 2015 TNAV for only c.10% 2018e RoTE.

Key Value DriversKey Value Drivers

Asia/EM economic outlook

Lower capital requirements or a longer
implementation period

Positive jaws (costs growing faster than revs) to
protect profits

Delivery of new management targets

Trends in asset quality

Potential CatalystsPotential Catalysts

New business plan / targets from new CEO
potentially in 4Q15

UK regulatory developments

Macroeconomic indicators, particularly in Asia

Renewed takeover speculation on SC could
support the share price

Data on India / commodity / China asset quality

Risks to Achieving Price TargetRisks to Achieving Price Target

Slower global economic growth

Worsening impairment trends

Higher-than-expected capital requirements

Bear HKD70
0.7x Bear Case 2018e TNAV

Malaise. The Asian economies slow prompted by a weak patch for
China/HK. This leads to lower revenue growth and higher
impairments with LLPs rising towards the long-run average.

 

Risk RewardRisk Reward

STAN: We expect earnings to disappoint as the bank prioritises capital build

Sou rce: Th omson  Reu ters (h isto rica l sh are p rice data),  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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StanChart: We see improving returns as the next key debateStanChart: We see improving returns as the next key debate

Exhibit 1:Exhibit 1: StanChart cost:assets well above peers:
1.7% vs 1.2%

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 2:Exhibit 2: Peer group avg cost:income ratio
c.45%

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 3:Exhibit 3: StanChart's best-of-the-last-decade
cost:income ratio: c.53%

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 4:Exhibit 4: Addressing low-returning tail could
significantly boost group returns at SC

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 5:Exhibit 5: But StanChart lacks scale in key
markets

Source: Company Data, CEIC, Local Central Banks, Morgan Stanley
Research

Exhibit 6:Exhibit 6: And the UK bank levy drives a
structurally higher cost/income ratio

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates
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Investment CaseInvestment Case

In this Insight note, we study in depth three key steps we expect incoming CEO Bill Winters to take to
revitalise the Standard Chartered equity story when he outlines his vision for the group. Ostensibly,
StanChart currently offers an exciting investment proposition with the stock off c.45% from its 2013
peak, materially trailing European and Asian peers. Further, at 1.0x 2015e TNAV and 11x 2017e EPS it
looks cheap vs history. However, as explained below we do not yet see the case for re-rating.

Our analysis suggests that StanChart is likely to miss consensus earnings estimates by c.15% (base case)
on lower revenues driven by RWA rationing (ie muddle through); or, another option is to raise additional
capital of c$7-10bn (c.15-25% of market cap) to quickly restore investor confidence in the balance sheet.
We think it is more likely to opt to muddle through, and this is the reason we believe that it will take as
far out as 2018e to deliver ROTE of just c.10%. And with cost of equity of 11%, we believe that StanChart
should trade at c.0.9x TNAV. If we are correct in our analysis, we see 15% downside potential to our new
price target of HKD 100 (was HKD 94), and so reiterate our Underweight rating.

What went wrong at Standard Chartered?

StanChart had an impressive run from 2002-12 reporting 10 consecutive years of record PBT, growing from
$1.3bn to $6.9bn (18% CAGR) with a fivefold increase in balance sheet assets from $112bn to $630bn (19%
CAGR). Success was predicated on asset and top-line growth, in two phases. From 2002 to 2007, Asia ex-Japan
nominal GDP growth was running at 10%+, allowing all players to grow. Then, following the financial crisis,
from 2008 to 2012, although Asia ex-Japan real GDP slowed to c.8-9%, StanChart's competitors faced
significant challenges (eg Citi / HSBC battling losses on subprime, French banks with US$ funding difficulties),
allowing SC to take share in a slower growing market and maintain 'double-digit' revenue growth.

However, things changed from 2012, and StanChart's once-impressive financial engine began to stall with
revenue growth lagging asset growth in a low rate environment and the reemergence of competition, and RWA
growth outpacing asset growth due to negative credit migration and regulatory changes. This led to a squeeze
on capital formation and revenue growth lower than peers. Further, cost inflation at StanChart has persisted
despite falling revenues, and asset quality risks have come to the fore due to commodity price falls, Korean
PDRS and certain corporate exposures. StanChart's premium rating disappeared as returns fell, and since
November 2013 MSCI has even categorised SC as a 'value stock' rather than a 'growth stock'.

Exhibit 7:Exhibit 7: The stock has de-rated as return
expectations have collapsed

Sou rce: Th omson , Morgan  Stan ley research

Exhibit 8:Exhibit 8: Performance de-linked vs Asian peers

Sou rce: Datastream, Morgan  Stan ley research
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How can new management revitalise the equity story? – we see three key steps

Step 1: Restoring Balance Sheet Confidence

Investors have doubts about the balance sheet on two fronts; asset quality and capital ratios. Given the
rapid balance sheet expansion in the last decade, the turn in the commodity cycle, macro slowdown in Asia, the
rise in non-performing loans and coverage lower than peers, the market is still concerned on asset quality.
StanChart has also fallen behind other banks in building capital and we expect it to run with a CET1 ratio of
c.13%+ in a 'steady state' (vs 10.7% at Dec 14 and targets of 11-12%), a level that should lift it 'above the fray',
and allay any investor concerns on its balance sheet.

Conclusion: So, what options does StanChart have to put these doubts to rest? First, it could opt to: i) 'muddle
through' by cutting the dividend and restructuring assets, thus addressing concerns over time, but with a
weaker revenue and earnings outlook. Another option is that new management could simply choose to ii)
'grasp the nettle' and increase capital by $7-10bn in an effort to restore confidence in one go, but at the
expense of diluting returns nearer term. See ii) in Step 1: Restoring balance sheet confidence ii) in Step 1: Restoring balance sheet confidence . We look
forward to what new management would consider the right course of action when it takes the reins, ie asset
disposals/cost cutting/restructuring are some of the several options available to it besides a capital raise, on
which it has made no comment to the market.

Step 2: Restoring profitability – forging a clear path for ROE to beat COE

The financial 'engine' of StanChart has stalled with normalised return on equity a lowly 8% in 2014,
which is not enough to both pay a dividend and capture growth opportunities in the markets where
StanChart operates. We examine where it lags peers and could boost returns.

Conclusion: more ambitious cost cutting, portfolio rationalisation and redomicile are the key
levers at management's disposal. That said, execution will likely be a long and drawn out process.

Step 3: Repositioning StanChart as a 'growth stock'

StanChart has lost its crown as the growth bank of choice for European investors with revenues having stalled

i) More radical action on the cost base: Our DuPont framework (see Exhibit 1) indicates that
cost efficiency is the key area where StanChart lags its Asian peers, with a 2014 cost:assets ratio
of 1.7% vs the Asian peer average of 1.2%. We calculate that if the cost:income ratio can be
brought down to the best level of the last decade (53%), this would result in c.10% earnings
upside. If the ratio could be brought in line with its Asian peers (45%+levy), this could add c.25%
to earnings. However, we see structural reasons for a higher ratio vs peers due to such factors
as the bank levy, mix (more skew to high cost:income wholesale banking) and scale (with
StanChart outside the top 4 in all its key markets).

ii) Streamlining the portfolio: In our 'quadrant' analysis we look at returns across 26 key
business cells as at 1H14 (ex-levy). We have identified $160bn of RWAs (c.45% of group)
allocated to businesses with a RoAE of 2% and cost:income ratio c.70%, including Korean Retail
and Commercial, South Asian Retail, Asean Retail, MENAP Private Bank, Europe PB, Retail and CI.
We acknowledge the use of booking centres distorts comparisons, however, we expect that the
restructuring of low return businesses would generate higher 'core' returns.

iii) Redomicile to avoid the bank levy: Changing domicile to avoid the UK bank levy could
take c.3ppt off the cost:income ratio and add c.10% to group earnings. However, we do not see
this as a straightforward process given the cost and complexity of such a move and that
StanChart's assets to HK / Singapore GDP are >2x.
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since peaking in 2012. However, StanChart still has exposure to vibrant markets in Asia with high single-digit
growth rates in their banking systems, and so over time StanChart should be able to recapture this growth
opportunity. However, we think this is likely to be an uphill battle for the next 12 months or so, given i) slowing
Asian macro indicators and ii) a tough competitive environment in the region, with both domestic and
international banks vying for market share.

Conclusion: A slowing Asian macro backdrop is likely to limit system loan growth to high single digits in most
markets and competition is likely to keep margins in check in the medium term. Over time, however, we expect
growth will reemerge in the franchise.

Valuation only looks appealing if a long-term outlook is taken

On P/E, StanChart trades at a significant discount to its own history. We acknowledge this looks 'cheap' and in
the long term may actually prove a good entry point. However, although multiples are 2 standard deviations
lower than long-term average, ROE is also at decade-low levels. For the stock to re-rate requires investors to
become more confident in the ability of the bank to beat its cost of equity, in our view.

What could make us more positive?

We identify a number of areas that would incline us to be more positive on the stock. i) A brighter Asian macro
outlook; ii) Faster-than-expected US rate hikes boosting margins; iii) Rebound in Financial Markets activity; iv)
More dovish tone on capital from UK policymakers, de-escalating the capital challenge v) Renewed takeover
speculation.

Price target and EPS changes

Given the challenges and the long road ahead, we have adopted a longer-term view on StanChart, and value the
stock on 2018e earnings, as this is when we expect return on equity to recover to c.10%. Rolling forward our
valuation, we raise our price target to HKD 100 and make housekeeping changes of +/-c.5% on 2015-18e EPS.
We see better value at Lloyds, Intesa, Unicredit, ING and UBS (all OW) in Europe. In Asia, we would own
Indian banks (HDFC Bank, Axis) for growth, HK banks (HSB, BOCHK) for yield and large cap Chinese
banks (CCB) for value.

Exhibit 9:Exhibit 9: Overview of earnings changes

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 10:Exhibit 10: We are c.15 below consensus for
2017

Sou rce: Th omson  Reu ters con sen su s, Morgan  Stan ley Research

estimates
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Morgan Stanley is acting as financial advisor to Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited (”Standard
Chartered”) in relation to the proposed sale of PrimeCredit Limited and Shenzhen PrimeCredit Limited to a
consortium led by China Travel Financial Holdings Co., Limited, together with Pepper Australia Pty Limited and
York Capital Management Global Advisors, LLC as announced on 16 December 2014. The transaction is subject
to certain conditions including regulatory approvals. Standard Chartered has agreed to pay fees to Morgan
Stanley for its financial services. Please refer to the notes at the end of the report.

Exhibit 11:Exhibit 11: UK Banks Snapshot

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research , e =  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates Sh are p rices fo r o th er stocks in  th is repo rt:  In tesa 3.40;

U n icred it 6.75; U B S 22.70; HDFC 1350; AXIS 900; ING  16.10; HSB  183; B O CHK 7.94; CCB  4.80
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Step 1: Restoring balance sheet confidenceStep 1: Restoring balance sheet confidence

Investors have raised doubts on the balance sheet of Standard Chartered on two fronts; asset
quality and capital ratios. The market is still concerned on asset quality at StanChart given its rapid
balance sheet growth, the turn in the commodity cycle, the slowdown in Asia and the increase in non-
performing loans along with a coverage level that is lower than its peers. In building capital, StanChart
has fallen behind other banks. We expect it to address these concerns by raising its coverage ratio on
NPLs to c.75% and showing c.13%+ CET1 print ' (vs 10.7% reported at Dec 14 and current targets of 11-
12%). We see two potential paths to solve this:

Conclusion: We think StanChart is likely to either miss consensus earnings estimates by c.15%
on softer revenues, ie choose to muddle through. Or it could hypothetically seek a capital raising to
the tune of c.15-25% of market cap. That said, our base case is that it opts to muddle through, seeking
to address its capital over time, as discussed above.

i) Muddle through (our base case): Temper RWA growth and rebase the dividend. Our
base case is for StanChart to tightly ration risk-weighted assets, which stay broadly flat in 2014-
18e despite RWA inflation from credit migration and rule changes. We also expect management
to rebase the dividend by c.30%, allowing it to grow by c.5% per annum thereafter. Provisions
would be recognised over an extended timeframe and coverage taken up to 75%, with $5.8bn
recognised from 2015-17e. This approach would allow it build to c.13% CET1 ratio by 2017e,
but at a cost to earnings power (MS 2018e revenues are 8% below consensus, EPS c.15%
below). This would avoid a cash call which outgoing management have said is unnecessary.

ii) Grasp the nettle: and increase capital by $7-10bn. While not our base case, the new
management team could choose to grow the balance sheet rather than endure a prolonged
period of retrenchment. We calculate that a c.$7-10bn capital raise would likely be sufficient to
assuage investors' concerns in a much shorter time frame. This would allow the bank to top up
its impaired loan provision coverage to 75% on the assumption that NPLs rise to 3% by 2017e
(vs 2.6% as at end 2014), and still afford headroom to lift the CET1 ratio to 13%. Once again
lifting it 'above the fray', placing it among the top quartile of peers in Europe, and setting the
stage for growth. Note that our capital raise is hypothetical, and not in our base case; and we
note new management has several options available to address its capital needs, such as
shedding low performing assets/cutting costs/exercising dividend restraint.
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Exhibit 12:Exhibit 12: Framing a potential capital raise in a 'grasp the nettle' scenario

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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 i) Muddle through (our base case)i) Muddle through (our base case)

For 2018e we model revenues that are c.8% below consensus and a c.30% dividend cut as we expect
that StanChart will likely choose to 'muddle through', which is our base case. The last reported CET1 ratio of
10.7% is still well above the known 2019 minimum (set by the PRA) of 8.65%, and we expect that the bank can
build towards 13% CET1 ratio over time without raising fresh equity from the market and diluting shareholders.
However, in order to meet this higher capital threshold, we would expect asset growth to be tempered in order
hold RWAs broadly flat in 2014-18e. Lowering its sights on asset growth should result in slower revenue
growth and hence lower earnings than the market expects. We also assume its NPL coverage to build steadily to
reach 75% by 2017e, providing reassurance to the market on asset quality. We expect a dividend cut in order to
raise the pace of CET1 build from earnings, modelling a c.30% dividend reduction in 2015e and 5% dividend
growth thereafter.

Exhibit 13:Exhibit 13: Our base case is for capital build to 13% CET1 by RWA rationing and dividend restraint

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 14:Exhibit 14: We expect RWA rationing to weigh on
revenue growth

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 15:Exhibit 15: And a dividend cut to preserve
capital

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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 ii) 'Grasp the nettle' – increase capital by c.$7-10bnii) 'Grasp the nettle' – increase capital by c.$7-10bn

While not our base case, we run the numbers on a hypothetical capital raise for StanChart should the incoming
management team opt to 'grasp the nettle' from the outset, thereby addressing immediately the market's
concerns on asset quality and capital ratios by Dec 2015. Such action should be sufficient to set the stage for
returning the group to growth earlier, and thus may prove a tempting option for the new team. We await new
management to update the market on how it will see to address the bank's level of capital, which we expect it
will likely choose to do by streamlining its portfolio, among other options available to it as discussed elsewhere
in this report.

Addressing asset quality: a $1-4bn provision top-up

From 2011 the Asian economies started slowing down, leading in turn to increasing bad loans – initially in India,
Korea and the Middle East and subsequently even in China. This has been compounded by the strength in the
USD and the weakness in commodities, where StanChart has a substantial exposure ($50 billion). For more
detail on why asset quality has deteriorated and the key areas of risk from here, see Standard Chartered Bank:Standard Chartered Bank:
Capital challenge intensifying; no clear pathway back to double-digit RoTE (14 Jan 2015).Capital challenge intensifying; no clear pathway back to double-digit RoTE (14 Jan 2015).

Given that the bad loan cycle is still ongoing, it is difficult to assess the exact quantum of bad loans StanChart
will need to take over the cycle. In our base case of 'muddle through', we build in ~70 bps of credit costs on
average over 2015-2017. However, this will not remove the asset quality overhang from the stock in the near
term, in our view.

StanChart has experienced worse losses than other banks in the same markets, and yet it also has lower
coverage of NPLs and total loans (Exhibit 17Exhibit 17), which has led to concern around its level of provisioning.
Coverage on bad loans is running at a decade low of 53% – among the lowest in Asia and lower in each region
than peers (Exhibit 19Exhibit 19 ). While the bank believes that it has adequate collateral and highlights the short-term
nature of much of its book, with Asian economies remaining relatively weak and given its commodity related
exposures, we believe that it will be tough to achieve material recoveries. As such, we see a case for the new
management taking coverage levels higher, reducing concerns around future provisioning levels.

Our central case here is that 75% coverage would be sufficient to allay concerns, given this would close
the gap with peers and return StanChart to the level of provisioning seen in 2006/07 and 2009. We estimate
this level of coverage on 2014 bad loans would imply one time provisioning of ~USD1.7bn with lower
provisioning thereafter vs our base case as illustrated in Exhibit 22Exhibit 22as loan losses are brought forward. In a more
benign scenario (Scenario 2 in Exhibit 22) we assume the percentage of loan loss provisions to loans is brought
in line with peer banks, implying a c.USD800 million gap. A highly conservative Scenario 3 where coverage
increases to be in line with peers in each region implies a gap of as much as $4.5 billion.

Exhibit 16:Exhibit 16: We model 2018e revenues 8% below consensus

Sou rce: B loomberg  con sen su s, Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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Exhibit 17:Exhibit 17: NPLs at 10-year highs, coverage at the
lows

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 18:Exhibit 18: NPLs are also elevated vs peers...

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 19:Exhibit 19: While coverage is lower across the
board

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 20:Exhibit 20: We model gradual normalisation

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 21:Exhibit 21: Base case vs capital raise: implications for asset quality metrics

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates.  n o te: peer ban ks in clu de majo r comparab le p rivate ban ks in  each  cou n ty;  p lease con tact

u s fo r fu ll data sp readsh eet
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Exhibit 22:Exhibit 22: Benchmarking vs. peers and history suggests a provision top-up of $0.8-$4.5 billion

* Fo r Americas an d  Eu rope w e app ly th e average o f th e o th er geograph ies.  Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Addressing capital ratios: $6bn catial raise to get to a 13% CET1 ratio

What CET1 ratio does StanChart need to print to put doubts to rest? We expect 13% would be
sufficient, in turn implying c.$6bn capital raised by Dec 2015. To put investor doubts to rest we believe
StanChart would need to print a c13% CET1 ratio based on where its peer banks are headed and bearing in
mind the upcoming PRA stress test. To hit this 13.0% hurdle rate at Dec 15 vs our baseline forecast CET1 ratio of
11.3% implies a need to raise capital equal to 1.7% of RWAs which we forecast at c.$340bn, implying c.$6bn
incremental capital required in a 'grasp the nettle' hypothetical scenario. Note that our base case is that it does
not meet its cost of capital until 2018+, as discussed in the next section.

We increase our expectation for 'steady state' CET1 ratio for StanChart to 13% (from 12%) for two main
reasons:

We also anticipate risk weight density to keep drifting higher for certain asset categories: We expect to
see continued increases in risk weight density (ie risk-weighted assets / total assets) for two main reasons.
Credit migration – we expect the slowdown in China and fall in commodity prices to drive negative credit
migration, translating into more cautious modeling assumptions. Regulatory actions – we expect assets that
have low risk weights to be identified by regulators and normalised upwards (eg CP12/14 proposing that AIRB
(advanced internal ratings-based approach) permissions for certain exposures be replaced by FIRB (foundation
internal ratings-based approach). Regulators are also taking action to cool certain market segments, eg Hong
Kong residential property, for which the HKMA announcedHKMA announced a 15% risk weight floor on all mortgages in Feb
2015.

We acknowledge we are at the cautious end of the debate on capital and that the formal known minium
CET1 ratio for Standard Chartered is 8.65% by 2019. However, our expectations are based on new buffers (eg
countercyclical buffer) being introduced and a significant management buffer above the minimum.

We have been cautious on the capital challenge confronting StanChart for some time – See our Feb 2014 note
Capital challenge to drag on EPS; dividend at risk – UW.Capital challenge to drag on EPS; dividend at risk – UW.

The large banks in StanChart's key geographies are now running with higher CET1 ratios: This
implies the 'bootstrapping' effect is likely to continue with laggard banks looking undercapitalised,
regardless of absolute ratios. For instance, in Hong Kong – StanChart's largest market – large banks
have been cutting dividends, selling assets and raising capital and are now well above 12% (and rising)
CET1 ratios. Its unlikely in our view that the bank will be able to keep its CET1 ratio at the lower end of
its peer group in these geographies.

Prudential Regulatory Authority stress test: We expect that the tougher stress test which places
more emphasis on Emerging Markets risk will result in a PRA buffer of c.100bps to be added to our
previously expected stack of 12.0%. In the 2014 PRA stress test the regulator had not stressed banks
aggressively for their EM exposures. But, it has now said that it will focus on banks' EM exposures in its
2015 stress tests. Against this backdrop, the focus on StanChart's capital ratios is likely to remain
intense.
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Exhibit 23:Exhibit 23: On our baseline assumptions there is a $6bn capital gap as at Dec 2015e (which we expect will be
resolved by 2018e)

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 24:Exhibit 24: We expect SC to build capital towards
median of Asian peers over time

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 25:Exhibit 25: We expect StanChart to run similar
'steady state' CET1 to other UK banks at c.13%+

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 26:Exhibit 26: We see a capital gap of 1.7% at Dec
15e but effectively closed by 2017

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  e =  Morgan  Stan ley

Research  estimates

Exhibit 27:Exhibit 27: We give credit for improving risk
weight density

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  e =  Morgan  Stan ley

Research  estimates
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Step 2: Restoring profitability with ROE moving above COEStep 2: Restoring profitability with ROE moving above COE

The second step we expect from new management is to reveal how it plans to lift returns above its cost
of capital. Recent years have seen a stalling of StanChart's financial engine due to the effect of 'negative
jaws' (costs growing faster than revenues), rising impairments and reduction in leverage, causing return
on equity in 2014 to fall to 8%, well below the cost of capital (we use 11%). In our view, leverage will
likely decline further as the bank builds capital ratios to bring it in line with peers, meaning that return on
assets must be improved. We identify three key levers that management can pull in its bid to boost
returns:

Conclusion: In our base case we don't expect StanChart to meet its cost of capital until 2018+, although
there we believe are other options available to management should it wish to embark on a more
dramatic course of action.

i) Tackling the cost base: Our DuPont analysis of returns at StanChart indicates that costs are
the key area the bank lags peers with cost:assets of 1.7% vs a blended average of Asia peers
1.2%. In our base case we factor in $1.8bn of gross costs savings 2014-18e (c.17% of 2014 cost
base) as outlined by management and cost:income falling back to 57%, in line with 2004-14
average. We do see structural reasons why StanChart will have a higher cost income ratio than
peers (bank levy/mix/scale), however, we run scenarios for what the benefit could might if more
ambitious targets were set.

ii) Streamlining the portfolio: We expect that exiting or reshaping low return businesses
could yield significant benefits. Our granular analysis of the portfolio suggests that in 1H14
$160bn of RWAs (c.45% of group) was allocated to businesses which only delivered c.2% ROAE.
We identify a 'core' of the bank with $200bn of RWAs generating 16% returns, though we
acknowledge use of booking centres does muddy the waters.

iii) Redomiciling the bank: Changing domicile to avoid the UK bank levy could take c.3ppt off
the cost:income ratio and add c.10% to group earnings. However, we do not see this as a
straightforward process.

Exhibit 28:Exhibit 28: Return on assets lags peers due
primarily to costs

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley research ; e =  Morgan  Stan ley

Research  estimates

Exhibit 29:Exhibit 29: Return on equity has been under
pressure as both leverage and RoA have come
down

Sou rce: Th omson , Morgan  Stan ley research
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 i) Tackling the cost basei) Tackling the cost base

We identify StanChart's higher cost:assets ratio as a key driver of its low return on equity when benchmarking
against is Asian peers. Investigating further its performance on costs in recent years reveals that its ambitions to
attain flat jaws (costs growing in line with revenues) with a positive bias was met in only 2 years of the past
decade. The resulting rise in the cost:income ratio in 2013-15e presents opportunity for the new management to
be more aggressive in addressing the cost base (while acknowledging there are cost headwinds, such as the UK
bank levy and the rising burden on ongoing regulatory and compliance costs).

Exhibit 30:Exhibit 30: Our Dupont analysis highlights costs for StanChart being higher than peers

Sou rce: Compan y Data , Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates,  Th e W eigh ted  Average Du pon t is compu ted  by a) Compu tin g  aggregate RO A fo r a

samp le o f large ban ks in  each  cou n try w h ich  con stitu te th e peer g rou p  fo r Stan Ch art in  th e respective cou n try b ) an d  by assign in g  w eigh ts to  th e

RO A's th u s arrived  based  on  Stan 's app roximate geograph ica l asset mix;  a lso  u sed  Malaysia ,  Th ailan d , S.Africa  in  small w eigh ts.  Fo r a  copy o f fu ll

sp readsh eet an d  ban k  by ban k  ca lcu lation s p lease con tact th e team

Exhibit 31:Exhibit 31: We expect StanChart to keep costs broadly flat, 2014 to 2018e

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley research  estimates,  B loomberg  con sen su s, Compan y data
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How much cost can StanChart cut?

We look at three scenarios to assess the degree to which StanChart can improve the cost:income ratio by 2018,
which is where we now peg valuation for the bank given we estimate it will take this long for the RoTE to
recover.

i) Base case in line with last decade average (57% cost:income): We bake in the $1.8bn of cost
savings that have been outlined by management, a drop-out of restructuring charges offset by 5%
underlying cost CAGR (inflation etc) and higher bank levy / regulatory costs. This gives us costs c.5%
below current Bloomberg consensus for 2018e.

ii) Cut back to previous decade lows (53% cost:income) would add c.10% to base case operating
profit. If management is able to act more decisively on cost, taking the cost:income ratio to the lows of
the 2004-13 average, ie 53% by 2018e, this would imply c.$0.8bn lower costs and c.10% increase to
PBT.

 iii) Cut back to Asian peer group average (45% for peers + 3% bank levy) would add c.25% to
base case operating profit. In a more radical case in which Standard Chartered reins in its
cost:income ratio to c.48% (45% for peers +3% for the bank levy )in line with the Asian peer group, this
could lead to costs being some $1.7bn lower than our base case. However, this would clearly be a very
significant operation and would be unlikely to be achieved without significant reorientation of the
business model towards lower cost:income retail banking.

Exhibit 32:Exhibit 32: Best of the last decade cost:income
ratio was c.53%

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 33:Exhibit 33: The peer group average cost:income
ratio is c.45%

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 34:Exhibit 34: Operating profit upside scenarios if better execution on costs

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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We see structural impediments due to scale/mix/bank levy

Standard Chartered is unlikely to be able to deliver a cost:income ratio in line with its Asian peers due to a
number of structural reasons, in our view. First, in terms of scale, StanChart is outside the top 4 by market share
of loans in all of its key geographies, indicating that it does not have as much economies of scale as the
domestic players in those markets, and thus it operates at a higher cost:income ratio on a structural basis.
Second, in terms of mix, StanChart has a higher proportion of wholesale banking than most Asian banks, which
typically has a higher cost:income ratio due to higher compensation to staff. Third, the UK bank levy. We
estimate this adds c.3ppt to the cost:income ratio. Asian domiciled banks are not subject to this levy (of course
StanChart could theoretically remedy this if it left the UK, but this is not our base case).

Exhibit 35:Exhibit 35: Cost efficiency could be improved in many businesses

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 36:Exhibit 36: Standard Chartered lacks scale in key
markets

Sou rce: Compan y Data , CE IC, Local Cen tra l B an ks, Morgan  Stan ley

Research

Exhibit 37:Exhibit 37: The UK bank levy drives a structurally
higher cost:income ratio

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research
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 ii) Streamlining the portfolioii) Streamlining the portfolio

We see significant potential to boost returns by streamlining the portfolio at StanChart. We look at returns and
growth across the 26 business cells using 1H14 data (the last time that this granular information was given). We
split the business into four 'quadrants' based on their characteristics (similar to how Barclays has done this in
the past).

Quadrant 1 High return and growing: These appear ripe opportunities for more capital allocation to
capture growth opportunities. These include Africa Retail and Commercial, Greater China CI / retail.

Quadrant 2 High return and shrinking: These either need to be repositioned to grow share or could
be kept ticking over as cash cows to build capital, eg South Asia PB and CI, Greater China Commercial,
MENAP CI.

Quadrant 3 Low return and growing: Propects need to be examined if there is potential for returns
to beat COE over a reasonable timeframe (eg in certain PB areas) and whether growth should be
pursued or other options for restructuring considered.

Quadrant 4 Low return and shrinking: Meaningful reshaping/consolidation of these businesses is
likely to be necessary. Korean Retail and Commercial, South Asian Retail, Asean Retail, MENAP Private
Bank, Europe PB, Retail and CI fall into this bucket.

Exhibit 38:Exhibit 38: Overview of business cells – many appear to be underperforming

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates,  W e a lso  ackn ow ledg in g  th e u se o f book in g  cen tres d isto rts comparison
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Exhibit 39:Exhibit 39: Addressing the low returning tail could significantly boost group returns

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 40:Exhibit 40: Some business lines are have seen a big contraction in revenue

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research
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In Exhibit 41Exhibit 41below we 'heatmap' the underperforming areas of the bank in a granular analysis of its portfolio.
Blue represents businesses that are delivering well on cost:income / growth / returns; red highlights
underperforming businesses. In looking at underperformers, we take Quadrant 4 (excluding Americas CI which
at 10% ROAE is very close to its cost of capital) and add MENAP PB, as it is loss making. Together they represent
c.45% of group RWAs indicating significant room for improvement.

Our work suggests that in 1H14 the 'core' Rest of Group with $200bn of RWAs would have delivered a c.17%
RoAE and a cost:income ratio of c.51%, much closer to Asian peers. Although, given the use of booking centres
and linkages between business lines in the wholesale bank, we acknowledge that the analysis is by its nature
somewhat simplistic. Nevertheless, we believe it is instructive.

The analysis below is also arguably generous as it does not take account of the bank levy (booked in 2H14) or
the deterioration in credit quality in 2H14 (impairment +50% h/h) but we believe at least it gives a relative
picture of where the different business lines sit, based on the information available.

Exhibit 41:Exhibit 41: Our heatmap highlights underperforming business areas at StanChart

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley research  estimates;  n o te: i) Cap ita l a llo cated  at 13% o f RW As ii) G rou p  RW A p re d iversif ication  ben ef it iii)

RW As a llo cated  based  on  loan  sp lit iv) Reven u e g row th  in  U S$ terms
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We draw readers attention to the fact that StanChart has already run a 'five tests' analysis (Clients, Activities,
Here for Good, Geographies and Economics) and earmarked businesses for disposal/exit (see list below).
However, taken at face value, these do not appear to be bold enough to move the dial and we would expect that
more action will be forthcoming from new management.

 iii) Redomicile the bankiii) Redomicile the bank

We do see potential upside to returns if the bank were to move its domicile out of the UK, a step that is under
consideration from the board. The key driver of this is the UK bank levy which is a clear drag on returns (as
shown above), and which we think adds c.3% structurally to the cost:income ratio. This burden could also
increase if HSBC redomiciled, which we considered in our note of April 24, 2015 Can HSBC Move HQ to HongCan HSBC Move HQ to Hong
Kong? Kong? Our base case is that StanChart stays in the UK given historical ties and difficulty of choosing a new
domicile but expect this debate to remain live with significant potential for earnings upside if the levy can be
avoided.

“At the moment it's something we're watching, we're looking at, we're thinking about, but at this point in time
there's no change in our position,” Andy Halford, Finance Director, speaking on the topic of moving domicile on
28 April 2015, reported by Reuters.

Exhibit 42:Exhibit 42: Many business are already earmarked for disposal

Business line Status

Retail Securities in Taiwan Signed and completed in 2014

Savings Bank in Korea Signed in June 2014. Completed in Jan 2015

Retail Clients in Germany Signed in June 2014. Completed in November 2014

Run-down of SME in UAE Completed in 2014

Exit stake in Fleming Family Partners Signed in 2014. Completed in 2015

Sale of minority stake in Travelex Signed in 2014

Exit institutional cash equities Announced Jan 2015

Retail Clients in Lebanon Signed in June 2014. Completed Mar 2015

Private Banking in Geneva Signed Jan 2015

CF / Capital company in Korea Signed Jun 2014

PrimeCredit in HK and China Signed in Dec 2014

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 43:Exhibit 43: StanChart is large vs Singapore
GDP...

Sou rce: IMF , Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 44:Exhibit 44: ..and versus Hong Kong GDP

Sou rce: IMF , Compan y data , Morgan  Stan ley Research
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Step 3: Repositioning StanChart as a 'growth stock'Step 3: Repositioning StanChart as a 'growth stock'

The third step to revitalise the StanChart equity story is for it to reclaim its crown as the growth bank of
choice for European investors and in so doing restore its premium rating. Back in November 2013, MSCI
reclassified StanChart as a 'value stock' (rather than a 'growth stock'), and we see it as mission critical to
reverse this perception in due course. European investors were historically drawn to StanChart on
account of its exposure to the Asian growth story – the bank grew its PBT and balance sheet c.5x in USD
terms in 2002-2012, compounding at 18% / annum – and offering a differentiated proposition to that of
the European banks. This meant that since 2000 StanChart traded at an average c.33% premium to
European banks on a 1-year forward P/E primarily, we believe, due to the superior growth dynamics. Fast
forward to today and the premium has vanished. StanChart currently trades at a c.5% discount and its
growth prospects are much diminished. However, for the stock to become an attractive structural story
once again (something that a new CEO would want to achieve), it would again have to start growing the
balance sheet. We believe it is too early for this to be priced in over the next 12 months (which is the
scope of our price target), for two key reasons, as outlined below, but acknowledge that the bank offers
exposure to vibrant markets as well as a good long-term growth story.

Conclusion: While StanChart has a number of exciting growth opportunities, slowing Asian macro
and a tough competitive environment will likely constrain 'core' revenue growth to mid/high single
digits, with group revenues not surpassing 2012 levels until 2018+.

i) Potential for system asset growth – less than recent years. We expect that the system
assets/loan/revenue growth for the geographies that StanChart is exposed to should be around
7-9% over the next couple of years, ie broadly in line with nominal GDP. This is less than the last
decade but still appealing vs Europe. However, we expect that StanChart will struggle to deliver
growth rates at these levels given the need to reshape the business model in order to focus on
higher RoE business and shed 'off strategy' businesses.

ii) Competitive environment to remain intense – crimping share/margin. We expect stiff
competition in Asia from international banks who are refocussing on the region and domestic
banks who have built capability and are now more ambitious. This is likely to see StanChart lose
market share and keep margins in check. Though we do see potential for (eventual) rate rises to
boost margins in cash management.

Exhibit 45:Exhibit 45: StanChart's P/E ratio has de-rated...

Sou rce: Th omson , Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 46:Exhibit 46: ... and it trades at a discount to EU
banks

Sou rce: Th omson , Morgan  Stan ley Research
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 i) Potential for system asset growth – less than recent yearsi) Potential for system asset growth – less than recent years

We envisage system loan growth in the next decade being more muted than in the last decade, although we still
anticipate growth of 7-9% in key Asian markets (broadly in line with nominal GDP). Over time, we expect
StanChart growth to re-link with the blended average of the geographies that it is exposed to. However, on a
group basis, due to our expectation of a 'muddle through' scenario we expect balance sheet growth to
undershoot peers nearer term.

Macro environment unexciting vs history in Asia ex-JP but still growing: Our economics team forecasts
+6.3%/+6.5% GDP growth in AXJ for 2015/16e with only +2.0% growth in Hong Kong and +3.2% growth in
Singapore. See the April 13, 2015 note Spring Asia Economic Outlook: Mind the Entrenched DisinflationarySpring Asia Economic Outlook: Mind the Entrenched Disinflationary
TrendTrend for more detail on our Economics team's views across the region.

Current trends point to a further slowing: Our economics team flags that domestic demand is still subdued
and that external demand weakened further recently. Overall growth momentum in the region, led by China,
weakened further towards the end of 1Q15. On the domestic demand front, headwinds from high debt, elevated
levels of real rates and sluggish wage growth have all continued to weigh on domestic demand. On the external
demand front, export growth in the region declined by 1.4% YoY in 1Q15 compared to a growth of 3.8% YoY in
4Q14, due to a combination of weaker global demand, lower commodity prices, and still elevated real effective
exchange rate. See the April 29, 2015 note Asia Pacific Economics Your Comprehensive Update on Asia’sAsia Pacific Economics Your Comprehensive Update on Asia’s
Growth Story – April 2015Growth Story – April 2015 for more detail recent trends.

Exhibit 47:Exhibit 47: We expect slower system loan growth
2015/16e vs last decade

Source: CEIC, Local Central Banks, Morgan Stanley Research
estimates

Exhibit 48:Exhibit 48: And for StanChart revenues to lag
peers

Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 49:Exhibit 49: Our economists expect little in the
way of growth pick-up in AXJP

S ou rce: CE IC, Morgan  Stan ley Research

Exhibit 50:Exhibit 50: Tracking APXJ Growth Trend (on 3-
Month Trailing Basis)

Sou rce: CE IC, Haver,  Morgan  Stan ley Research .Note: Th e su mmary

tab le above measu res ch an ges in  th e 3-mon th  tra ilin g  average

grow th .
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 ii) Competition to remain intense – crimping share/marginii) Competition to remain intense – crimping share/margin

Competition in Asia from both domestic as well as international banks has been fairly intense:

The markets that Standard Chartered operate in are becoming increasingly competitive: This is because
formerly impaired banks that were undergoing retrenchment have started focusing on the region again.
Japanese banks have also entered the fray, and there is a new class of super-regional banks, eg DBS / ANZ, also
attempting to grow share.

1. Regional banks – Many Asian banks are better capitalised than StanChart and increasingly looking beyond
domestic borders. For these banks, StanChart's share in cross border business is in their cross-hairs. For
instance, DBS and ANZ have been building cross border businesses and have been successful in growing their
balance sheet.

2. International banks – Banks that were formerly weighed down by impairments, and that had been pulling
in their horns post the financial crisis (eg Citi) / US$ funding difficulties in Europe in 2011/12 (eg BNP / Soc
Gen), are now retraining their sights on the region. Furthermore, Japanese banks are looking for regional
opportunities post QE, and for HSBC Asia is also the one big growth market.

All of which drives us to the sobering conclusion that StanChart may lose share vs peers : We look at
the banking revenue pool growth expectations StanChart used in its 1H14 results presentation last August
(sourced from McKinsey). We then compare StanChart's growth vs the pool growth since 2009, and we
observed that there has been a significant loss of share from 2010-14e, which we expect to continue into
2015+. This can only be avoided, in our view, if the bank starts to grow again. However, for that it will need to be
adequately capitalised, so that it can in turn consider growing underlying RWAs, yet again.

Competitive environment to keep margins in check – but US rate rises could give margins a boost: We
see a tough competitive environment ahead, with traditional rivals having recovered from their difficulties in
2008-12 (eg Citi, French banks) and aforementioned regional challengers stepping up to the plate. Our base
case is for a stable net interest margin from here, although this could prove optimistic. We also note that while
acknowledging a strong surplus deposit position, it is likely that Standard Chartered has a higher marginal
wholesale funding cost than its peers (using CDS as a crude proxy).

Exhibit 51:Exhibit 51: We expect StanChart to grow less
than the available revenue pool

S ou rce: IMF , W TO , McKin sey G lobal B an k in g  Poo ls (B ased  on  Ju ly 29

2014 version ) MS estimates fo r SC

Exhibit 52:Exhibit 52: Leading to significant market share
loss over time

Sou rce: IMF , W TO , McKin sey G lobal B an k in g  Poo ls (B ased  on  Ju ly 29

2014 version ) MS estimates fo r SC
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Exhibit 53:Exhibit 53: SC: We expect revenues / assets to
remain flat due to competition...

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 54:Exhibit 54: ...overall we expect revenues to stall

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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What would make us more positive on the equity story?What would make us more positive on the equity story?

Standard Chartered's stock price has fallen c.45% from the 2013 peak and significantly underperformed the
wider MSCI AxJ Banks index. Furthermore, valuation appears cheap relative to its history. So what are the factors
that could lead the stock price to recover / outperform? We see several potential external factors that would lift
sentiment on the stock:

i) Brighter Asian macro outlook: This could lead to better revenues as increased demand leads to either better
volumes or firmer pricing if Standard Chartered rations credit extension. Also, the impairment charges would
likely be lower if trends in unemployment/collateral values improve.

ii) Faster-than-expected US rate hikes: We looked at this in our note from September 18, 2014  Asian BanksAsian Banks
(g)Rate Expectations?(g)Rate Expectations? Our analysis suggests that a 100bps increase in rates leads to a c.5% increase in profit
before tax for StanChart as a first order impact. However, there could be second order impacts on asset prices,
increased impairment charges, higher cost of equity, lower GDP growth, etc.

iii) Rebound in Financial Markets activity: Financial Markets revenues have been weak as forward guidance
from central banks has depressed volatility in macro products; a pick-up would be welcomed by the bank.

iv) More dovish tone on capital from UK policymakers: While not our base case, if the Bank of England was
softer in tone on banks' capital requirements and StanChart was able to run with the current c.10.5% CET1 ratio,
then the deleveraging pressure we anticipate would be less acute.

v) Renewed takeover speculation: This could also support the share price (cited in the FT Jan 21, 2014:
‘Standard Chartered back atop takeover target list’).
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Valuation – Asian contextValuation – Asian context

Exhibit 55:Exhibit 55: Standard Chartered does not screen as
cheap vs Asian banks

Source: Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 56:Exhibit 56: Basel III CET1 Ratio

Source: Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 57:Exhibit 57: 3M Consensus 2016 EPS revisions

Source: Thomson Reuters

Exhibit 58:Exhibit 58: MS EPS vs. consensus (2016e)

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research stimates

Exhibit 59:Exhibit 59: P/TNAV vs ROTE

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 60:Exhibit 60: STAN performance vs. MSCI AxJ
Banks Index

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates
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Valuation – European contextValuation – European context

Exhibit 61:Exhibit 61: Standard Chartered does not screen
as cheap vs European banks

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 62:Exhibit 62: Basel III CET1 Ratio 2016e

Sou rce: Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 63:Exhibit 63: 3M Consensus 2016 EPS revision

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 64:Exhibit 64: MS EPS vs. consensus (2016e)

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 65:Exhibit 65: P/TNAV vs. ROTE

Source: Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 66:Exhibit 66: STAN performance vs. SX7P Index

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley research
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Valuation methodology and risks to price targetValuation methodology and risks to price target

Valuation methodology: Our valuation approach is to
model the group return on equity for 2018e, and then
to derive a warranted valuation for the group as at Dec
2017 using a Gordon Growth Model derived multiple.
For the cost of equity, we use 11% (10% bull, 12% bear)
and growth of 3% (4% bull, 2% bear). This value is
discounted at the cost of equity to get the value one
year from now. We then add on the net present value of
the dividends and any surplus/deficit capital. We derive
our price target from an average of our bull, base and
bear cases, applying weights to each potential outcome,
reflecting our view of the balance of risks. We weight
our base case at 70%, bear at 15% and bull at 15%.

Changes in this note: We now link valuation to 2018e
returns (was 2017e) as we expect that this is when they
will start to normalise.

Key risks to price target include: Upside risks to our
view are that macroeconomic growth is faster than we
expect and economic resilience causes stronger-than-
expected asset quality. The key downside risk would be
if the world double-dips, including most notably for
StanChart a harder landing for China/Asia, and weaker-
than-expected economic growth in its countries of
operation.

Exhibit 67:Exhibit 67: Price Target Derivation
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Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research, e = Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 68:Exhibit 68: Annual Forecasts, 2011-18e
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Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research, e = Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Exhibit 69:Exhibit 69: Semi-annual Forecasts
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Exhibit 70:Exhibit 70: Annual Forecasts by Division

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research , e =  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimates

Exhibit 71:Exhibit 71: Quarterly estimates

Sou rce: Compan y data ,  Morgan  Stan ley Research , e =  Morgan  Stan ley Research  estimate
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INDUSTRY COVERAGE: Hong Kong Financials

COMPANY (TICKER) RATING (AS OF) PRICE* (05/27/2015)

Agarwal, Anil
Bank of East Asia (0023.HK) E (12/01/2014) HK$35.40
BOC Hong Kong (2388.HK) O (03/11/2013) HK$32.95
Dah Sing Financial (0440.HK) O (05/22/2009) HK$58.40
Hang Seng Bank (0011.HK) O (04/22/2015) HK$159.70
HK Exchanges & Clearing (0388.HK) O (04/11/2014) HK$305.80
HSBC Holdings (0005.HK) E (04/12/2015) HK$74.15
Standard Chartered (2888.HK) U (01/13/2014) HK$125.90

Fun CFA, Silvia
Value Partners Group Limited (0806.HK) O (04/09/2015) HK$16.00

Stock Ratings are subject to change. Please see latest research for each company.
* Historical prices are not split adjusted.
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